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ABSTRACT

Well Performance Analysis of MSEEL1 and MSEEL2 Wellpads

Mohammad Faiq Adenan

MSEEL1 and MSEEL2 are wellpads that were developed as a means of
conducting research into how a gas well being developed in the Marcellus shale can be
optimized from the reservoir identification stage to the completions and operational
stage. This thesis provides a report of the workflow performed to use the generated
data from different sources and analyze them for optimization.
MIP-3H and Boggess 17H were designated as science wells, for which the
majority of the well logging and coring experiments were conducted on. The data
obtained from the experiments were used as a basis for petrophysical analysis, the
results of which were the detection of the Marcellus shale as a gas bearing formation
due to high radioactivity and high resistivity values while also showing permeability.
Geomechanical logs were also provided to confirm the results of the petrophysical
analysis.
The next analysis to be performed was a well performance analysis, which used
the reservoir data obtained from the petrophysical analysis combined with the water and
gas production data from the wells involved. It was found through rate transient analysis
that MSEEL1 has reached boundary-dominated flow, allowing for easier analysis of
determining the estimated ultimate recovery at the expense of not being able to perform
decline curve analysis due to the operational constraints of the well. Performing the
same analysis on MSEEL2 revealed that the semi-bounded wells have much higher
flow capacities and estimated fracture half lengths than the fully bounded wells, which is
partly due to poor optimization of inter-well spacing.
Fracture modelling was performed using a combination of the reservoir and
tubular properties gained from the petrophysical analysis and the post job reports which
contain data on the amount water and sand placed into the formation. The results of this
analysis were the propped fracture half lengths of each well, ranging from 150 ft to 280
ft. Each of the fracture half-lengths looked to have a positive correlation with the sand
and water placed into the formation.
Developing a shale gas reservoir required knowledge from previous analyses,
which ranged from the reservoir properties required for setting up the grid, the
components of the reservoir, the shape of the wellbore within the formation, to the
hydraulic fracture properties. A difficulty arose in trying to match the early-time

production for all wells, which was mitigated by introducing the value of initial water
saturation in the natural and hydraulic fractures. After developing the base models, they
were history-matched to obtain a precise set of parameters that most affect the
production, after which they were used to forecast production 50 years into the future.
The forecast had a positive relationship with the flow capacities obtained from the well
performance analysis.
The following recommendations were made to improve both the analyses
performed and the best practices for developing a future wellpad: utilizing a discrete
fracture network, reliable data for relative permeability, a study on the natural fractures,
quantifying flowback, using distributed acoustic sensing data as a way of determining
completion efficiency, optimized well spacing, and engineered frac design.
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1. Introduction

The Marcellus Shale Energy and Environment Laboratory (MSEEL) was
established as a means of providing a long-term site for research into recovery
efficiency of producing natural gas wells and how to minimize any adverse effects of
unconventional reservoir developments towards the environment. The project has been
divided into two: MSEEL1, where the investigation well named MIP-3H is located in
Morgantown Industrial Park, and MSEEL 2, where the investigation wells are located in
Boggess. The project is currently in Phase 3 where the Boggess field has been fully
stimulated and ready for production.
MSEEL1 is a wellpad that consists of four horizontal wells, with most of the
experiments and analysis being performed on MIP-3H. For that reason, MSEEL1 will
only focus on MIP-3H. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the site of MSEEL1.

Figure 1 MSEEL1 Site
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MSEEL2 has a wellpad consisting of six horizontal wells, all averaging at over
10,000 ft of lateral length, located westbound of the original pad situated in the
Morgantown Industrial Park. The wells were developed in a zipper frac fashion,
beginning with the outer bound wells and fractured inwards. Boggess 17H (17H) was
drilled vertically, logged, and cored prior to drilling all the laterals. Figure 2 shows a
simple diagram of MSEEL2.

Figure 2 MSEEL2 site

Boggess 5H, the third well from the most westbound well in figure 2, has a
permanent fiber optic cable installed in the lateral section of the well providing digital
acoustic sensing (DAS) data, collected during stimulation and initial production, and
distributed temperature sensing (DTS) data, collected during stimulation, initial, and
long-term production. The fiber optic cable was cut off during the stimulation of stage 30
of 5H, limiting the data collected from the heel of the well to stage 30. Regardless, the
DTS and DAS data collected have been used to analyze and model the reservoir in the
immediate area of 5H, which will then be expanded towards the other wells.
Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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This thesis is aimed at analyzing the reservoir properties of the six wells by using
the provided production data. By determining the initial properties of the reservoir and
its lithology, such as the porosity and permeability of the rock (the latter of which is
strenuous to obtain without making assumptions discussed later discussed in this
thesis), the long-term performance of each well and the well pad can be established,
which in turn will assist in ascertaining the overall economic impact of the wells in future
projects.
The following graphs show how the wells in the Boggess wellpad and MIP have
been performing as of July 18th, 2021.

Figure 3 Gas rates for MSEEL2
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Figure 4 Water rates for MSEEL2

Figure 5 Gas rate for MIP-3H
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Figure 6 Water rate of MIP-3H
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Figure 7 Cumulative water production of the Boggess Wellpad
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Figure 8 Cumulative water production of MIP-3H
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Figure 9 Cumulative water production per ft of lateral in the Boggess wellpad
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The ultimate objective of the project is to recommend the best practices of
developing a future well by accounting for the various information and analyses
performed, as well as recommendations for inclusions of alternative data sources for
better analysis.
The project can be approached by a workflow as shown:

Background
Information

Development
Phase

Recommendations

Analysis

This workflow can be improved upon and used in a future shale gas well
development project. The rest of the introduction section is dedicated to explaining each
of the steps in the workflow to provide a clear picture of what has been done.

1.1. Background Information

This section serves to provide context into how the different sources of data were
gathered and prepared for analysis.
MSEEL has expanded into two major experiments: MSEEL1 is the development
and monitoring of the well MIP-3H, which is situated in the Morgantown Industrial Park,
and MSEEL2 is the development and monitoring of a wellpad situated in the Boggess
field due west of MSEEL1. Both wellpads are developed for producing from the
Marcellus shale, currently one of the main shale plays being developed in the United
States. The map shows the relative locations of the wellpads.

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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MSEEL2

MSEEL1

MSEEL is a project with collaboration from multiple entities, which include:
•

West Virginia University (WVU),

•

National Energy and Technology Laboratory (NETL),

•

Ohio State University (OSU),

•

Schlumberger, and

•

Northeast Natural Energy (NNE)

Schlumberger and NNE help to provide the primary data sources, which ranges from
the pilot hole and lateral logs of MIP-3H and Boggess 17H, core samples which were
extracted and analyzed, fiber optic data that was implemented in Boggess 5H, post
hydraulic fracturing job reports performed on all wells, and the gas and water production
data.

1.2. Development Phase

This development phase aims to prepare and use the data collected in the
previous section for analysis by detailing the files and software used. To summarize this

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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section, the workflow can be described as follows, which will be used for both MSEEL1
and MSEEL2:

Petrophysical
Analysis

Final Model
Parameters

Well
Performance
Analysis

History
Matching

Hydraulic
Fracture
Modelling

Shale Gas and
Reservoir
Development

Datasets used for this thesis can be obtained from the website mseel.org, along
with previous publications and reports. Detailed explanations for how the workflow
functions will be done in the next few sections.
1.2.1. Petrophysical Analysis

This analysis aims to integrate the well logs obtained from the pilot hole and
lateral wells, core analysis of samples taken from the formation, fiber optic data, as well
as seismic data. The main software to be used during this analysis is PETRA, a
software that can visualize the given logs for establishing the top and bottom depths of
a formation as well as perform simple calculations for synthetic logs.
Boggess 17H and MIP-3H were designated as science wells for the purposes of
obtaining well logs and rock cores. The following logs were considered significant to this
study:
•

Sonic log

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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•

Gamma ray

•

Timur and Coates permeability logs

•

Density and neutron porosity logs

•

Geomechanical logs

The logs will be used for formation evaluation, whereby the target formation that
contains the most economically producible hydrocarbons will be determined. This
analysis will produce the following results:
•

Formation lithology and thickness,

•

Total and effective porosity,

•

Permeability of the formation,

•

Initial water saturation, and

•

Adsorbed and free gas content in the formation

The mentioned values will then be corroborated with the core analysis conducted by
Schlumberger that produced the following additional values:
•

Adsorption parameters,

•

Total organic content,

•

Water and gas saturations, and

•

Natural fracture density

Seismic data is used for ascertaining the geomechanical properties of the formation,
which ranges from the in-situ stresses, minimum and maximum horizontal stress, and
the vibration data.
1.2.2. Well Performance Analysis

This analysis aims to evaluate and predict the future production of the wells.
Using the obtained petrophysical values from 1.2.1 as well the deviation surveys and
the water and gas production data for each well, the analysis will use different type
curves and modules in the software Harmony provided by IHS Markit Solutions to obtain
the flow capacities of the wells as well as the original gas in place (OGIP).

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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As a preview for the methodology section, the following analyses will be done in
order:

Decline Curve
Analysis (DCA)

Basic Type
Curves

Advanced
Well Analysis

Rate Transient
Analysis (RTA)

As a result, the following parameters can be obtained for use in future analysis:
•

Flow capacity (𝐴√𝑘),

•

Fracture half length,

•

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR), and

•

OGIP

1.2.3. Fracture Modelling

This section aims to utilize the post job reports provided by NNE to simulate the
fracture propagation in the formation during a hydraulic fracturing process. Fracpro, the
software chosen for this analysis, will use the data obtained from the post job reports as
well as the formation properties from the petrophysical analysis, deviation surveys, and
the tubular properties of the wells. The following figure shows an example of the post
job reports mentioned.

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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The second-by-second data of the treatment rates and pressures were also
provided for simulating the net pressure experienced by the fractures.
The most important parameters to be obtained from this analysis is as follows:
•

Propped fracture half length,

•

Propped height,

•

Propped width, and

•

Effective conductivity

Focusing on the fracture properties, the half-length can also be obtained from section
1.2.2 during the advanced well analysis module. The values from these two analyses
would be compared to see if they have a relationship with each other.
The software also has the benefit of displaying the fracture profile for each stage,
including how far the fracture has propagated during water injection, and how the
proppant has settled during each stage.

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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1.2.4. 3D Shale Gas Reservoir Development

This section will use all the information gained from 1.2.1 to 1.2.3 to develop a
3D base model of the reservoir with faithful petrophysical and hydraulic fracturing
properties. The software to be used is Builder and GEM, which are parts of a suite
provided by Computer Modelling Group (CMG).
The base model will be built in Builder with the following workflow:

Reservoir

•Provides the shape of the grid
•Details values for each array property

Rock-Fluid

•Details the components of the hydrocarbon
•Inputs for relative permeabilities of gas and water

Initial
Conditions

Wells

•Provides the pressure and saturations at the beginning of the simulation
•Limits the depth of the reservoir

•Places the well in the reservoir grid
•Specifies the constraints of the well from initial production to desired future date

In the case the model cannot be run in GEM (that can be due to a multitude of
reasons), the steps can be revisited in any order. Any revision of the data input following
better sources or analyses can also be done.
The following parameters are to be expected after this analysis:
•

A working base model that runs from start date till last day of production, and

•

A good range of parameters for the next analysis

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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1.2.5. Sensitivity Analysis and History Matching

The parameters obtained from the petrophysical analysis were derived from a
single well. As the case for the Boggess wellpad, this meant each 3D model used the
parameters for Boggess 17H, which is where the core samples and well logs originated
from. Due to the fact that shale reservoirs are generally heterogeneous in nature, the
values used from 17H will not be applicable to the other wells in the same wellpad.
On a more general note, while the information gained has so far been deemed as
accurate, the set of parameters may not reflect as good on the output of the model,
which is the match of the pressure/gas rate response to field history. Therefore,
sensitivity analysis and history matching are performed to finetune the parameters to
match the field history more accurately.
The software used is CMOST AI provided by CMG, whereby it takes in the model
generated from 1.2.4 and automatically finetune the desired parameters based on a set
range. The range of values are determined from literature review and field observances.
The following figure shows the workflow for this section.

Sensitivity
Analysis

• Determine
range of
responses
• Select
parameters
with highest
impact

History
Matching

• Parameters
from previous
analysis
• Simulates the
base model
with different
values

The final output of this analysis, at the same time capping the development
phase of this thesis, is a history matched model with precise parameters local to the
wells. These would be used to forecast future production in 10, 30, and 50 years and
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can be compared with the future production obtained from the DCA for economic
purposes.
After the development phase, recommendations would be made for further
optimizing the development phase and, ultimately, the best practices to develop a future
wellpad.

Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Petrophysical Analysis

Modern well logs were primarily used in conventional reservoirs, which means
heavy prioritization on detecting cap rocks such as limestone or dolomite. Shale rock
was often considered as highly radioactive or “dirty” rock, signified by high gamma ray
values. Despite previous knowledge that shale is the source rock for hydrocarbons to
migrate from, producing directly from shale was considered impossible due to its ultralow permeability. That made geologists and reservoir engineers ignore shale when
delineating formations for hydrocarbons. It was only after advancements in drilling
technology that shale has risen in importance. Regardless, current well logging
techniques can be modified or interpreted differently to delineate shale formations.
Gamma ray logging tools are considered passive as they do not emit any
radiations themselves; rather, they only work to detect any incoming radiation from the
surrounding geology. While low values of the gamma ray log, represented in the units
API, references an interval of clean sand, high values would often indicate an interval of
shale or highly radioactive clean rock. This distinction of the latter case is often done by
also referencing the percentage logs of thorium, uranium, and potassium, the common
radioactive elements found in subsurface formations.
Sonic logs can be classified into two parts; a time transit log that records the time
taken for sound waves emitted from the tool to return to the receiver, and a sonic
porosity log which automatically calculates the porosity of the formation based on a
baseline formation. Often, this log is used for corroboration with other logs rather than
being used solely as a method of detecting formations.
Resistivity logs were invented by Conrad and Marcel Schlumberger in 1926 and
is still considered an essential tool in a wireline logging suite (Hilchie, 1990). The logs
function by detecting the resistivities of usually five different zones of increasing
distance from the tool. It is often required that the value of the mud resistivity and the
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formation water resistivity be known for accurate measurements to be made, but a quick
qualitative analysis can also be made by looking for the curve profiles.

Figure 10 Zones of resistivities (Mehrdad, 2018)

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio logs are the two most important logs to be
obtained from a geomechanical log suite as they can be used to determine where it
would be best to perforate the formation. Hydraulic fractures propagate best in a
location where the Youngs modulus value is high, and the Poisson’s ratio is low. An
anisotropic closure stress can supplement the two logs by picking high value locations,
which would indicate that the formation would need higher stress to close the perforated
fractures.
Advancements in well logging have paved the way for nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) logging which can establish the permeability of a formation using two
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different methods: the Timur-Coates permeability (the free fluid model) and the SDR
permeability (the mean 𝑇2 model). The free fluid model can be applied to watersaturated and hydrocarbon-saturated reservoirs while the mean 𝑇2 model is mainly
applicable to water-saturated reservoirs (Marschall, Gardner, & Curby, 1997). These
logs are often used in tight shale reservoirs due to the difficulty of performing
permeability measurements on a shale core in initial reservoir conditions.

2.2 Well Performance Analysis

Until very recently, characterizing the properties of a reservoir was challenging
due to the difficulty of coring the shale rock and keeping them in a condition like the
reservoir. Moreover, as much as the versatility of well logging was commendable in
assisting geologists for the formation properties, these characteristics are only being
reflected for the reservoir pre-production and it must be assumed that the properties will
not change as production continues. The most critical information to be gleaned from
this analysis is the permeability of the shale rock, which cannot be realistically
determined with existing methods. However, the standard way is to use multiple
methods of determining the permeability and employing engineer’s judgement to
estimate the best value.
RTA is a method of using the production data obtained from the well to ultimately
infer the flow capacity of the well, symbolized as 𝐴√𝑘. This parameter can define how
the well should be performing long-term. Consequently, RTA can also be used to
determine the following parameters:
•

Area of reservoir in contact with the wellbore

•

Original gas in place (OGIP)

•

Estimated ultimate recovery (EUR)

•

Flow regime of the well, and

•

Permeability of the stimulated reservoir volume (SRV)

Decline curve analysis is a common reservoir engineering method to predict future
production rates and the EUR of a well. This analysis is done by plotting the production
Copyright 2021 Mohammad Faiq Adenan
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history or cumulative production history against time, which can then be extrapolated to
the economic limit of the well. There are multiple methods used which are originally
derived from J. J. Arps, a geologist who first established a mathematical relationship of
the rates of a week as it declines over time.
There are also a few assumptions to be made to ensure the results would be
consistent. As mentioned earlier, the well should have at least 6 months of production
history to make sure that the extrapolation can be made with increased accuracy. The
wells should also have a minimum number of shut-ins. In a quarterly report made for the
MSEEL project, a DCA was attempted, despite the well being shut-in every fall and
winter. This not only complicates the extrapolation (in this case, no meaningful
extrapolation can be made at all), the regular shut-ins could also affect the production in
the long run, although to what degree remains speculative at best.
Before performing DCA, the flow regime of a well must first be established.
Typically, an unconventional well will undergo three flow regimes: linear flow, transient
flow, and boundary-dominated flow. During the first 6 months up to one year of a typical
flowing shale gas well, the flow regime would be in linear flow followed by transient flow,
characterized by very high decline rates in the initial production. There is no specific
boundary in time at which the well switches from transient to boundary-dominated flow;
it may take anywhere from one up to five years of flow before a definite conclusion can
be drawn.
While there are a lot of techniques that can be used to perform DCA, this study
will focus on three specific techniques; Duong, modified hyperbolic, and multisegmented decline.

2.3 Fracture Modelling

Simulating fracture models can be divided into two major techniques: 2dimensional and 3-dimensional fractures. The PKN model assumes that the fracture
length is greater than the fracture height, while the KGD model assumes that the
fracture height is greater than the fracture length. The two models either way have been
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successful in predicting fracture propagation along a formation as long as parameters
such as the in-situ stresses, Young’s modulus, formation permeability, and total leak off
coefficient are known (Gidley J.L., 1989). While the stresses and the Young’s modulus
can be easily measured, the latter two is difficult to measure without assuming a
pseudo-steady state of the cores of the rock during analysis
The following two figures illustrate the difference between the two models.

Figure 11 PKN model (Gidley J.L., 1989)

Figure 12 KGD model (Gidley J.L., 1989)
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With advancements in hardware, it is now feasible to perform 3-dimensional
simulations of hydraulic fractures, which can take in more information such as the
number of layers the fractures are predicted to be propagating vertically and how the
fractures are expected to behave once stimulation has stopped and the pumping of
proppant begins.
However, the process of hydraulic fracturing in the simulators may be completely
different from fracturing a real-life naturally fractured reservoirs such as shale simply
due to the presence of natural fractures. Due to a variety of geomechanical factors, the
way a hydraulic fracture interacts with natural fractures can differ from merging to
completely following the natural fractures. This complex interaction between the
fractures defies the convention of symmetrical, bi-wing fractures that most fracture
simulators use (Ebrahim Fathi, 2019). Quantifying the presence and orientation of
natural fractures around the wellbore will require a microseismic analysis.
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2.4 Shale Gas Reservoir Development

Reservoir modelling was developed as a technique to predict the flow of
hydrocarbons from a well which directly translates to the long-term performance of a
well. This was initially developed for conventional reservoirs, whereby the spatial and
rock properties of the reservoir surrounding the wellbore can be well established
through conventional means of analysis such as well logging.
The challenges of utilizing this technique on an unconventional reservoir can be
attributed to the difficulty of obtaining direct parameter values which are critical to the
performance prediction. The biggest offender is often the permeability of the shale rock,
which is also one of the parameters with the biggest impact on production. Compared to
a rock-cap reservoir where the hydrocarbon can be easily extracted via differential
pressure from the reservoir to the wellbore, producing hydrocarbon from a source rock
with ultra-low permeability such as shale makes it significantly more difficult to naturally
induce the differential pressure.
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3. Development Phase
This phase is dedicated to explaining in detail how each of the analyses was
performed in the context of the MSEEL project, step by step. An explanation of what
data sources used as well as the general and specific assumptions is also provided
here.

3.1 Petrophysical Analysis

Well log and coring analysis were done on one well from each wellpad: MIP-3H
from MSEEL1, and Boggess 17H from MSEEL2. While only MIP-3H was required for
analysis in MSEEL1, MSEEL2 required analysis on all six wells while having information
only from 17H. The only assumption used here is that the base reservoir and lithological
properties obtained from 17H can be used for establishing a reasonable reservoir model
for the other five wells later on. Any discrepancies should be fixed with history matching,
although care must be exercised moving forward.
Modern well logs were primarily used in conventional reservoirs, which means
heavy prioritization on detecting cap rocks such as limestone or dolomite. Shale rock
was often considered as highly radioactive or “dirty” rock, signified by high gamma ray
values. Despite previous knowledge that shale is the source rock for hydrocarbons to
migrate from, producing directly from shale was considered impossible due to its ultralow permeability. That made geologists and reservoir engineers ignore shale when
delineating formations for hydrocarbons. It was only after advancements in drilling
technology that shale has risen in importance.
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Figure 13 Reference formations for the analysis (West Virginia Stratigraphy, 2020)

Gamma ray has often been used in conventional well logging to establish a sand
line and a shale line; the minimum values of the log over a minimum interval usually
indicates clean sand, while the maximum values of the log over a minimum interval
indicates shale. These lines are used to calculate the volume of shale in the formations
seen by the log. More generally, it can be assumed that a high gamma ray value should
correspond to “dirty” formations such as shale. To corroborate this assumption, the logs
that show the percentages of uranium, potassium, and thorium are also used. These
logs help provide clarity in cases where cross plots determined a formation as being
clean, or not shaly, while its corresponding gamma ray values are high. An example of
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such lithology would be radioactive sand, in which case the percentage of uranium will
be characteristically higher than normal.
The following figure shows an example of using sand and shale lines to establish
the shale volume of a formation using the gamma ray log.

Neutron and density porosity logs are often used hand in hand to delineate any
shale formations and can also indicate the presence of hydrocarbons in the formation.
This happens twofold: the presence of shale affects the value of neutron porosity by
overestimating the porosity due to the presence of immobile water in the shale
molecules, while the presence of gas affects the value of density (abnormally high) and
neutron porosities (abnormally low).

3.2 Well Performance Analysis
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The software suite provided by IHS named Harmony would be used to perform
RTA on the production data. In addition to the reservoir properties, another additional
set of inputs is the wellbore characteristics, such as the casing and tubular data, well
surveys, and the temperature profile of the reservoir.
Multiple analyses would be performed here. However, there is a specific
workflow to be followed to ensure that the dataset has the integrity required for the
analysis to produce results consistent with the data and assumptions used in each
analysis.
It is important to note that establishing the flow regime of this well is paramount.
A well with linear and transient flow means the gas flow has not reached the outer
boundaries of the reservoir, making any reservoir and production property predictions
inaccurate. A well with a boundary-dominated flow regime means the production of
hydrocarbon has reached the boundary of the expected reservoir, allowing an accurate
prediction of future production more accurate.
The first analysis to be performed here is the water-gas ratio (WGR) of the
production over time. As unconventional wells are becoming more common, this simple
analysis is very effective at looking for the cleanup period, which is the period where the
reservoir is producing water from the hydraulic fracturing process. Knowledge gained
from this analysis ensures that irrelevant datapoints from this period can be safely
removed without major repercussions.
The second analysis will be performed on the Wattenbarger type curve. This
analysis will primarily be used to determine whether the stimulated well has any skin
damage in the near zone of the wellbore. This information can be used in a later
analysis to determine the dimensionless fracture conductivity of the well.
The third analysis would be performed on the Agarwal-Gardner type curve. The
software has enabled a very useful setting specific to this curve whereby it can be
determined when the well has reached a transient flow regime.
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The next analysis would be the flowing material balance (FMB) plot. Two critical
parameters can be obtained from this plot: the area of the reservoir that has been
contacted with the wellbore, and the original gas in place (OGIP).
There are more alternative type curves that can be used after the previous step.
It must be noted however that the OGIP and estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) volume
values obtained from these plots cannot be used if the well has not reached boundarydominated flow. In a best-case scenario, these values can be treated as minimums, with
a note that as the hydrocarbon flow extends into the reservoir, the values will increase
as well. In this thesis, these values will be used as a benchmark for arriving at an
estimated OGIP and EUR value.
After performing analysis on the type curves, a superposition plot is generated,
which plots the normalized production against the square root of time. This analysis can
be performed after gaining the prerequisite knowledge of the fracture conductivity and
removing any data points that seem out of line with the pattern of the dataset. The most
significant parameters to be obtained from the analysis are the flow capacity of the well
and the area of SRV, the latter which can be compared with the area of the reservoir
that should be in contact with the wellbore after reaching boundary-dominated flow.
After performing RTA on the production data, decline curve analysis (DCA) will
be done next. Unlike RTA whereby the reservoir, wellbore, and production data are
needed, DCA only requires that the production data be at least 6 months long with at
most one shut-in period. With that in mind, there will be three types of decline curves to
be performed on the production data: Duong, hyperbolic exponential, and multisegmented decline.
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3.3 Fracture Modelling

The objective of this section is to analyze and simulate how the hydraulic
fractures have propagated through the formation. The important parameters obtained
from this analysis are the propped fracture dimensions which can be subdivided as
follows:
•

Propped fracture half length,

•

Propped fracture height, and

•

Propped fracture width

These are the following settings when setting up the models with brief explanations of
the parameters chosen.

Figure 14 Fracture analysis options

The leakoff model dictates how the fluids pumped into the formation will leak and
stay in the formation. The chosen option here is the lumped-parameter model which is
the default model used in the software.
Backstress modelling is ignored due to lack of information.
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To better simulate the transport of proppant into the fractures as a 3-dimensional
process, the settling mode is used.
The perforations were done with multiple treatments corresponding to the
different clusters in a stage with a plug and perf completion type. Heat transfer effects
are ignored due to the lack of information. Finally, these fractures share a common
reservoir, which is the Marcellus shale.
The reservoir parameters were setup with information gained from the previous
analyses. Information such as the stress gradient, Young’s modulus, pore fluid
permeability, and Poisson’s ratio values for the layers could be obtained from the
geomechanical logs, while the fracture toughness were obtained from literature review
as this value was not calculated nor measured in any of the tests performed.
There are a few assumptions due to the limitations of the software used in this
analysis. Firstly, the software is not able to incorporate multi-well layouts into their
models. This would directly eliminate the effect of well interference that typically
happens due to the change in the in-situ stresses as the wells were completed in a
zipper fashion, going from the semi-bounded wells inwards.
Secondly, the software assumes a homogeneous reservoir over the length of the
completed interval. Through previous literature, it has been consistently proven that
shale reservoirs are always heterogeneous, especially when it comes to incorporating
the maximum and minimum horizontal stresses which directly impacts the net pressure
that shapes the tip of the fractures.
Thirdly, the software automatically assumes the layers, and by proxy the wells,
are perfectly horizontal. The well surveys proved that while the wells are considered as
horizontal wells, they were drilled to follow the formation.
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Figure 15 Example of wellbore model that stays within reservoir bounds (Thomas Bailey, 2021)

Finally, while a model usually imports the second-by-second data that details the
injection rate and the bottomhole pressure experienced during stimulation, a time
constraint prevented that from being done for all of the wells. The following figure shows
an example of the second-by-second data being used in the model.

Figure 16 Second-by-second data (Thomas Bailey, 2021)
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The following table shows a typical sand schedule for one stage. For one stage,
the process begins with pumping the ball to the seat. Then, the acidizing stage which
involved pumping hydrochloric acid or anything similar depending on the formation
down the wellbore. This process is two-fold; it helps to dissolve any leftover cement and
it provides the pathways for water to travel through the formation. The latter is done
next, named the pad stage, to perforate the formation with the help of pressure from the
surface. After that, the proppant was pumped downhole in increasing concentrations.
This is done so to allow more uniform fractures. After all of the planned proppants has
been pumped, the flushing stage was done to remove any leftover proppant from the
wellbore prior to production.
Table 1 Example of a sand schedule in a typical stage

Table 2 Water production and injection summary for MSEEL2

Well
B1H
B3H
B5H
B9H
B13H
B17H
Total Water Injected, bbl
586,247
546,537
448,576
465,854
441,769
444,031
Total Water Injected, bbl/ft
47
42
40
41
42
50
Cumulative Water Produced, bbl
66,331
84,060
71,647
55,691
71,096
46,003
Water recovered
11%
15%
16%
12%
16%
10%
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3.4 Shale Gas Reservoir Development

The software used for this analysis is provided by CMG. The program is titled
GEM, and it was used because of the following factors:
•

The reservoir is naturally highly fractured, which is common in shale
formations,

•

The wells were hydraulically stimulated, which introduces highly
pressurized water into the fractures, and

•

The interaction between the natural fractures and the stimulated fractures.

With that in mind, GEM has the option to simulate a pressure/gas rate response by
considering both the natural fracture and the stimulated fracture zones.
There are important factors that must first be taken care of before creating the 3D
reservoir model.
Firstly, while the software has a lot of parameters as inputs, the accuracy of the
model’s production prediction can be wildly off if the effects of said parameters on the
pressure or flow rate were not considered beforehand. This problem can be
exacerbated if the inputs themselves are not accurate, resulting in illogical behavior
exhibited by the software, as well as increasing the runtime of the simulation to an
unbearable length. Making sure the base model somewhat follows the production and
pressure history before performing history matching is critical as it can significantly
reduce the runtime of the match.
Secondly, parameters obtained from fracture modelling, which are the fracture
height and the effective propped dimensions of the hydraulic fractures, must also be
ascertained. Theoretically, a model can contain layers from the surface all the way
down to layers below the wellbore. However, the maximum number of layers is always
limited by the specifications of the computer. Therefore, the optimum number of layers
to be used in the simulation must be determined by a combination of well logging
analysis and fracture simulation. After considering the assumptions, the following figure
shows an example of the reservoir grid generated.
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There are also assumptions that must be considered when making inferences on
the results obtained. Due to hardware limitations, the models created only contains the
individual wells on its own, eliminating the effects of frac hits and any well interactions or
interferences that may have occurred on the field. This, combined with the lack of
creditable geomechanical data, prevented the implementation of a geomechanical
model, which runs its separate simulation at the same time. The analysis of the relative
permeabilities were also not performed, making it difficult to gauge and implement the
interaction of gas and water as time increases.
Using the surveys generated from drilling, a mesh map can be generated within
Builder, which can be used to generate the 3D model of the wellbore just as how it was
drilled. This can be done due to the fact that all of the wells were drilled following the
lower section of the Marcellus shale. The wells followed the design of MIP-3H located in
Morgantown, WV as shown by the geosteering reports below.

Figure 17 MIP-3H Geosteering Report (MSEEL, 2020)
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Figure 18 Geosteering report for Boggess 17H (MSEEL, 2020)

An orthogonal corner point grid was created for the reservoir models. This model
helps to capture the 3-dimensional model more accurately than a Cartesian model. The
dimensions for the grid depend on how much of an extent the well is expected to reach
out, both from a hydraulic fracturing aspect and a well spacing aspect. In the example
shown, the grid would extend 500 grid blocks of width 40 ft in the I direction, followed by
25 grid blocks of width 125 ft in the J direction. It was shown that the cluster spacing in
the MSEEL2 wells averaged to about 40 ft. Therefore, it was assumed that one grid
block would definitely contain one and only one fracture. Having none in a grid block is
acceptable, while having more than one would make the simulation inaccurate.
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Figure 19 Creation of reservoir grid

Each of the grid blocks in the model can have specified values of a property. By
default, the grid must contain the following as a minimum requirement for running the
model:
•

Grid top, which is the mesh map put in the first layer of the grid,

•

Grid thickness, which specifies the thickness of each K layer,

•

Porosity in the matrix and natural fractures,

•

Horizontal and vertical permeability in the matrix and natural fractures,

•

Horizontal and vertical natural fracture spacing,

•

Implicit flag, which specifies the mode of production, and

•

Initial water saturations in the matrix and natural fractures.

Most of the properties can be obtained from the petrophysical analysis done earlier,
including any additional properties to be added such as the adsorption parameters. It is
paramount that the values put in here must have a good basis i.e., the sources of the
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values are known as this allows a restriction of values that should be changed in case
the model does not run smoothly.
The initial conditions of the reservoir must be specified, which ties in to the first
date of simulation. Here, the model uses the method of calculating the saturations of
each block by averaging the depth interval spanned by the block. Then, the model will
perform gravity capillary equilibriums of the components present in the grid. An
initialization region must also be specified with a reference pressure, depth, and any
boundaries of hydrocarbon-water contact.
To simulate the production of the wells, the models can either be constrained by
the gas rate or the flowing bottomhole pressure (BHP). The gas rates were provided by
public access along with the measured casing pressure. BHP can then be obtained by
the same database created in Harmony labeled as calculated sandface pressure. Due
to the very high decline rate and the presence of a shut-in on all 6 wells, it was
determined that the models should be constrained by the gas rates. Therefore, the
model would be outputting the BHP as its response and that would be used for history
matching down the line.
Finally, the hydraulic fractures can be input into the model. The information for
these fractures can be obtained from a combination of post job reports that contain the
number of cluster and stages and the fracture modelling analysis that contains the
estimated fracture dimensions.
After making sure the model contains the basic parameters needed to ensure a
smooth simulation, the model can now be run using the GEM module provided by CMG.
During runtime, the software generates a log that is updated after every time-step. From
there, a preliminary diagnosis can be made to ensure the model does not have any big
anomalies, such as skipping time steps or having a too high variation in the saturations
or the differential pressure.

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis and History Matching
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Sensitivity analysis can be performed in the CMOST module provided by CMG.
This analysis focuses on the responses observed by the base models when a
parameter, say porosity or permeability of a rock, is changed. The output of this analysis
is a pareto chart that ranks each input parameter in a descending order based on how
much impact it introduces to the model, and an equation which provides an exact
number for the degree of impact, including whether or not increasing the parameter
value would result in a positive or negative response to the model.
History matching can be performed in the same module with the same study
created for the sensitivity analysis. While a sensitivity analysis can have as many inputs
as needed, especially if the user has no time or hardware limitations, history matching
utilizes artificial intelligence (AI) to take the parameters deemed as having the highest
impact on the models and finely tune each parameter until a desired minimum error
from the pressure response is acquired.
For the sensitivity analysis, a list of parameters to be changed was established.
This could range from the reservoir properties to the hydraulic fracturing properties. For
each of the parameters, the distribution of the values should be determined from
previous literature review. Typically, most values for the reservoir parameters are in
uniform distribution, while the permeability values specifically are typically in a
lognormal distribution as the permeability for shale is often on the lower end of the
spectrum. The following two figures show the distinction between the two.
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Figure 20 Normal distribution (Bhandari, 2020)

Figure 21 Lognormal distribution (analytica, n.d.)

Within the software, the objective function of the analysis is to minimize the error
between the runs for each variation of the model with the field history file provided. As
the models were constrained to the gas rates and produced a pressure response with
each run, the objective function will focus on the flowing bottomhole pressure and
attempt to match that to the field history file.
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After setting up the basic functions for the runs, the variation of the models can
then be generated automatically within the software. The methods supplied within the
classic design provided by the software is the Fractional Factorial method and the
Plackett Burman method, with the major difference being the number of experiments
generated. Either method will work as long as there are enough resources on the
computer to perform the history matching. The following figure shows an example of the
list of models with different parameter values.
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4. Results and Discussion (Optimization Phase)
4.1. Petrophysical Analysis
4.1.1. MSEEL1

Figure 22 Well log analysis of MIP-3H

The above figure shows the well log analysis of MIP-3H, while the region bound
by the blue rectangle is the Marcellus shale, which is the target formation of this well. It
is characterized by the following properties:
•

High gamma ray,

•

High resistivities with separation

•

High Young’s modulus, and

•

Low Poisson’s ratio
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The properties allow the rock to be fractured hydraulically while making sure it can
propagate through the formation instead of shattering the rock on impact.
Formation

Depth Interval (ft)

Upper Marcellus

7455 - 7520

Cherry Valley

7520 - 7528

Lower Marcellus

7528 - 7553

The main logs used in delineating the target formation as shown in the figure
above are as follows:
•

Gamma ray,

•

Resistivity logs,

•

Sonic logs which include transit time and sonic porosity logs,

•

Neutron and density porosity logs, and

•

Percentages of uranium, potassium, and uranium

As the target formation was expected to be a shale formation, which is classified as an
unconventional formation due to its ultra-low permeability, these logs should be able to
accurately determine the formation based on the following analyses.
The tracks are ordered from left to right for uniformity. The first track is the
gamma ray log, which indicated a higher value of radioactivity from roughly 7455 ft to
7550 ft. This interval in the formation can be inferred to be the Marcellus shale, which is
the target formation. The second track shows the resistivity log which indicated high
values with a separation between the near and distant responders. This correlates to
the presence of hydrocarbons in a somewhat permeable region. The evidence that
supports the formation lithology being shale can be found in the tracks that contain the
photoelectric log and the neutron (NPHI) and density (DPHI) porosity logs, the latter of
which can be used to obtain an average porosity and estimated water saturation.
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4.1.2. MSEEL2

Figure 23 Boggess 17H Well Log Analysis

On the log analysis for 17H, the Marcellus shale is in the interval 7880 ft to 7975
ft. It is delineated primarily by the following parameters:
•

High gamma ray,

•

High Young’s modulus, and

•

Low Poisson’s ratio

It is shown to contain hydrocarbons by the separation of the high valued resistivities,
which indicate some permeability. The reasoning for this delineation is nearly identical
to MSEEL1 as the wells were drilled into the Marcellus shale.
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An analysis of the cores obtained from 17H was also performed. The cores were
subjected to geomechanical and pyrolysis analysis. The following table shows and
example of the results obtained:
Table 3 Analysis of methane adsorption parameters (Schlumberger)

Pressure

Gas Content (Dry Basis)

(psia)

(MPa)

(scf/ton)

(scc/gm)

58

0.40

16.2

0.51

105

0.72

32.9

1.03

210

1.45

61.1

1.91

408

2.81

95.2

2.97

839

5.78

137.3

4.29

1,448

9.98

166.9

5.21

2,214

15.27

185.4

5.79

2,968

20.46

195.6

6.11

3,990

27.51

205.7

6.42

4,931

34.00

212.4

6.63

5,994

41.33

216.9

6.77

Langmuir Coefficients

V = 241.1 * P / (P + 670.7)

These are known as adsorption parameters which dictates how much of the gas is free
inside the rock versus how much of the gas is adsorbed into the surface of the rock.
The total organic content (TOC) analysis performed on the cores indicate dry gas
primarily consisting of 95% methane.
There is a formation in MSEEL1’s wellpad called Cherry Valley which acts a
stress barrier by limiting the vertical fracture propagation during stimulation. However,
Table 4 indicated that this stress barrier may not necessarily be present as shown by
the values of the Young’s modulus normal to bedding.
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Table 4 Elastic static properties of Boggess 17H

The table above shows a compilation of the static geomechanical properties
obtained from the core plugs of Boggess 17H. The information can be used to model
the reservoir in the following analyses. It can be noted that the criteria for shale were
being satisfied here; the average value of the Young’s modulus is high, while the
average value of the Poisson’s ratio is low.

4.2. Well Performance Analysis

Typically, RTA is developed for conventional reservoirs whereby the transition
from linear to boundary-dominated flow happens relatively quickly, therefore needing
less production data for a reliable analysis. However, as determined in section 4.1, the
target formation bearing hydrocarbons is shale. Due to its ultra-low permeability, the
transition will take a significantly longer time to achieve.
4.2.1. MSEEL1

As of July 18th, 2021, the well has been flowing for 6 years, which should have
experienced boundary-dominated flow. This is supported by the Agarwal-Gardner curve
as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 24 Agarwal-Gardner plot for MIP-3H

The next curve to be analyzed is the Wattenbarger plot, for which MIP-3H does
not show any skin damage. This indicates that the well is infinitely conductive which will
be helpful for developing the superposition time plot. The figure below shows the
analysis being done.
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Figure 25 Wattenbarger Type Curve for MIP-3H

Figure 26 Flowing material balance plot for MIP-3H
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Figure 27 Superposition Time plot for MIP-3H

With the 5 years of production data in the database, normal intuition indicates a
clear distinction in determining the time of end of linear flow. However, the process to do
so for this well is complicated by the constant chokes on the well. The result from the
Wattenbarger type curve was used to fix the linear red line on the origin, making it
somewhat easier to perform an interpretation.
This makes the value of the flow capacity and area of stimulated reservoir
volume definite, which are summarized below.
Parameter

Value

Flow Capacity

80424.4 𝑚𝑑1/2 𝑓𝑡 2

Area of SRV

155 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠

Fracture Half Length

524 𝑓𝑡

The position of the time to end of linear flow line has a positive relationship with
the fracture half length. Therefore, the fracture half-length value is inflated compared to
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the inter-well spacing of MIP-3H with MIP-5H. This result will still be used for
comparison in a later analysis.
4.2.2. MSEEL2

The water-gas ratio (GWR) plots for all six wells of the MSEEL2 wellpad indicate
normal flowback behavior. The corresponding early-time data points in the first week of
production were removed from the dataset for better interpretation. The figure below
shows an example of the GWR plot.

Figure 28 GWR example for B1H

Using the Agarwal-Gardner type curve, the point at which the wells transitioned
from a linear flow to boundary-dominated flow can be determined. It is the only module
that contains a feature that can pinpoint the transient boundary point. The figures below
show the transition to transient flow for all wells.
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Figure 29 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B1H

Figure 30 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B3H
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Figure 31 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B5H

Figure 32 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B9H
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Figure 33 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B13H

Figure 34 Agarwal-Gardner type curve for B17H

Note that the actual date of which the wells transitioned into boundary-dominated
flow is insignificant. In fact, this is a qualitative analysis that provides a picture rather
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than a precise fact. The implication of this analysis is that a quantitative analysis of the
wells, which include reserves estimation and reservoir properties, cannot be done in
good faith. If they must be done, either for economic purposes or for determining the
immediate performance of the wells, the values obtained can only be treated as the
minimums that the wells will achieve.
The next analysis to be done will be using the Wattenbarger type curve, which
will determine if the wells experienced any skin damage. The following figures show the
analysis performed.

Figure 35 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 1H
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Figure 36 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 3H

Figure 37 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 5H
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Figure 38 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 9H

Figure 39 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 13H
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Figure 40 Wattenbarger curve for Boggess 17H

All wells do not indicate any skin damage as shown by the datapoints showing no
deviation from the early-time portion of the graph. This directly means that the fracture
conductivity, a value that will be used in the superposition time plot analysis, is
considered infinite (ideally a value of 1000).
The next analysis to be performed is the flowing material balance (FMB)
analysis. This is done by making the productivity index trend parallel to the graph, as
indicated by the pink trend line. This is the first analysis of which a meaningful
quantitative result can be obtained whereby the value of the OGIP and the area of
reservoir contacted by the wellbore (A) can be determined. The following figures show
the analysis being performed.
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Figure 41 FMB for Boggess 1H

Figure 42 FMB for Boggess 3H
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Figure 43 FMB for Boggess 5H

Figure 44 FMB for Boggess 9H
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Figure 45 FMB for Boggess 13H

Figure 46 FMB for Boggess 17H
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As explained in the methodology section, A is the area of the reservoir contacted
by the reservoir, while the OGIP is the original gas in place of each well. Except for
B1H, the other wells have an average OGIP of about 10.5 BCF, while B1H itself has an
OGIP of almost 12 BCF. The area of the reservoir contacted by the wells are also
relatively equal to between 160 to 190 acres. B1H has an understandably higher area
contacted since it is semi bounded; it is only bounded by B3H while not being bound on
the other side.
The next and most complex analysis to be done in this section is the
superposition time plot analysis. It is at this point where the prerequisite knowledge
gained from the previous analyses must be integrated in order to have a meaningful
analysis. This analysis can be done because of the availability of the following
information:
•

The area of the reservoir in contact with the wellbore (A),

•

The flow regime of the wells,

•

The presence of any skin damage, and

•

The cleanup of data belonging to the flowback period

The value of A determines to what extent the area of stimulated reservoir volume (𝐴𝑠𝑟𝑣 )
can reach, the presence of skin damage allows for an accurate placement of the
intercept of the linear line, the flow regime as established in previous analyses
determines where to put the time to end of linear flow line, and any presence of cleanup
data helps to filter any noise.
The following figures show how the superposition time plot was utilized in each
well, with a table showing the summary of the properties obtained immediately after.
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Figure 47 Boggess 1H Superposition Time Plot

Figure 48 Boggess 3H Superposition Time Plot
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Figure 49 Boggess 5H Superposition Time Plot

Figure 50 Boggess 9H Superposition Time Plot
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Figure 51 Boggess 13H Superposition Time Plot

Figure 52 Boggess 17H Superposition Time Plot
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This analysis has the most room for determining the flow capacities of the wells
and the SRV properties. It is paramount that the real-life circumstances and engineering
judgment be used here to generate results that make the most sense.
As indicated earlier during the Wattenbarger type curve analysis, none of the
wells show skin damage, which means the linear line can be placed directly at the
origin, making the fracture conductivity value at 1000. This allows for a fixed point in the
graph that makes it easier to adjust the slope of the graph. The lower the value of the
slope of this linear line, the higher the flow capacity of the well which directly translates
to how the well will perform in the future. It is important to note that the presence of a
shut-in in the Boggess wellpad temporarily enables the datapoints to deviate
downwards from the linear line. While in a vacuum it would mean the productivity of the
well is improving, the datapoints quickly converged back to the linear line. This can be
explained due to the increase in well bottomhole pressure as the shut-in prevented gas
from being produced and the temporary deviation shows a temporary increase in
production. This is the reason why shut-ins make it difficult to perform decline curve
analyses; any presence of a shut-in could very well prevent a good extrapolation to be
made from the graph.
One of the inputs required for this analysis is the number of fractures in the well.
While the number of stages and clusters for each well have been provided, production
logging done on MIP-3H indicated that some fractures do not contribute to the
production. This is corroborated by the fiber optic data placed in B5H, which indicated
that some of the fractures were not being generated at all. The industry standard puts
the cluster efficiency, the ratio of producing clusters to the clusters planned for hydraulic
fracturing, at 60 percent. Therefore, the number of fractures to be put here should be
calculated as follows.
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 ∗ 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠 ∗ 60%
Conducting analysis on MIP-3H and the Boggess wellpad makes for a perfect
example on how having clean and enough data is very influential. MIP-3H has produced
for 6 years, but its production is greatly affected by the numerous and lengthy shut-ins
during the summer months. The Boggess wellpad meanwhile only produced for a little
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over one year, but it has only experienced one shut in. The consequences are as
follows:
•

Having enough production history allows an engineer to properly place a point at
which the well has reached boundary-dominated flow,

•

Having a few shut-ins, or optimally none, makes the data look cleaner, which
enables a DCA to be conducted on.

Ideally, operating the wells for at least one to two years with minimal shut-ins allow for a
very clean and comprehensive analysis. However, the numerous shut-ins meant
performing a DCA is impossible on MIP-3H, while performing an RTA with certainty is
very difficult for the Boggess wellpad due to the inability of pinpointing the switch from
linear flow to boundary-dominated flow.
A decline curve analysis (DCA) was done for the MSEEL2 wellpad. It was not
done in MSEEL1 due to the operational constraints on the well which made it
impossible to extrapolate a clean line from the production data. The following is an
example of the DCA performed.

Figure 53 DCA for B17H

The following table is a summary of the values obtained from this analysis.
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Table 5 Summary of properties from MSEEL2

4.3. Fracture Modelling
4.3.1. MSEEL1

MIP-3H has a lateral length of 6420 ft with 28 stages completed. The figure
below shows an approximation of the wellbore model.

Figure 54 Wellbore model of MIP-3H

After the simulation has been performed, a graph of the fracture dimensions as
time increases can be obtained. According to the figure below, the growth of the fracture
shows a normal behavior, including the fact that the option to allow fracture growth after
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shut-in was enabled. According to the stress profile as well, it is evident that the
Onondaga formation, which lies directly beneath the Marcellus shale, acts as a stress
barrier that prevented the fractures from propagating downwards.

Figure 55 Example of fracture dimensions vs time graph

Figure 56 Example of a stage profile for MIP-3H
Table 6 Sand placed in MIP-3H

Parameter
Total Proppant Placed
Total Completed Interval
Total Sand Placed per ft

Value

Units

11,257,640 lbs

6,058.00 ft
1,858.31 lb/ft
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Something that was available in the well performance analysis section but could
not be used here was the data obtained from production logging. The simulator by
default assumed that each fracture would propagate in a highly homogeneous reservoir
with little to no natural fractures. It was proven by the microseismic data from MIP-3H
that the formation is highly fractured with numerous natural fractures that would
certainly affect how the fractures would remain open. Future studies could involve how
to include a fracture network within the simulator to better estimate the fracture
propagation.
4.3.2. MSEEL2

The following figures and values were generated by the software after running
the simulations for each well.
Table 7 Summary of stimulation parameters
Parameter
B1H
Total Proppant Placed 28,371,280.00
Total Completed Interval
12,544.00
Total Sand Placed per ft
2,261.74

B3H
26,335,890.00
13,117.00
2,007.77

B5H
20,873,620.00
11,128.00
1,875.77

B9H
22,676,333.00
11,201.00
2,024.49

B13H
21,867,853.00
10,801.00
2,024.61

B17H
22,034,140.00
8,823.00
2,497.35

Figure 57 Example of a fracture profile for one stage

The fracture profiles generated by the software are consistent with the general
notion that the proppant does not fill up the entire fracture, mainly due to the stresses
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forcing partial closure of the fractures, and the proppant is distributed from the inside
out, with the highest proppant concentration being in the middle.
Table 8 Summary of average fracture dimensions

Well
1H
3H
5H
9H
13H
17H

Average For All Stages (With Fracture Interference)
Average Propped Width (in) Total Prop Height (ft) Average Prop Height (ft)
0.0539
289
227
0.0322
250.65
196.86
0.0354
250.2
196.51
0.041
240.7
189
0.04
236.3
185.6
0.0625
288.6
226.64

Effective Propped Length (ft)
217.7
205.22
160.92
158.7
170.9
211.6

The software has the option to enable fracture interference mode during
simulations. While this will not necessarily reflect inter-well interference (frac hits), this
mode enables a simulation of fracture interference in each well. There is a phenomenon
called stress shadowing whereby the completion of each cluster in a stage directly
affects the in-situ horizontal stresses of the rock in real time. As a result, the fractures
tend to have higher heights the later the clusters were completed. The figure below
illustrates this phenomenon.
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Figure 58 Example of stress shadowing in a Utica well (Dohmen, n.d.)

Despite the apparent effect being observed during the simulations, it is not
certain that the fracture interference mode implemented in Fracpro models this specific
interaction and there is little documentation clarifying that matter.

Figure 59 Relationship between the sand placed and the simulated fracture dimensions
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Figure 60 Summary of the Boggess wellpad's propped fracture dimensions by stage

For most of the stages, the stress shadowing effect can be seen as the fractures
vary in height and length as the stage was completed one after the other.
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The propped dimensions obtained are consistent with the amount of sand put
into the well. There are stages in the simulations where the half-length and height
values were not available. This is due to the software stimulating screen-outs which was
not easy to fix. Despite this, the values obtained from this analysis largely matches the
values obtained from the well performance analysis. Overall, the values are consistent
enough to become the base dimensions for use in the 3D numerical reservoir
simulations, for which the values will be subjected to finetuning for better depiction of
the reservoir properties.
In both wellpads, the fracture efficiency, which is the ratio of open fractures to the
total fractures planned, was not accounted.

4.4. Shale Gas Reservoir Development with History Matching
4.4.1. MSEEL1

Considering the operational constraints on MIP-3H for which the well is choked
back according to the demands of Morgantown, the reservoir model was set to be
constrained by the daily gas rate, which would produce a bottomhole pressure
response.

Figure 61 3D visualization of MIP-3H well trajectory
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The following table shows the base model properties that were used.
Table 9 Base model properties for MIP-3H (Ebrahim Fathi, 2019)

Figure 62 MIP-3H pressure match

Figure 56 shows a history-matched model with reasonable accuracy. Even when
only observing the field history data, the well does not follow a typical pressure
response of a flowing gas well. This is due to the operational constraints on the well, for
which the well would be choked back to meet the demands of the city of Morgantown.
This has made it difficult for any analysis to be performed on this well when the
production data comes into play; a DCA cannot be performed on this well and the
history match can become better.
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After performing the history match of the well, the following table is the summary
of the properties.
Table 10 Summary of history matched properties for MIP-3H (Ebrahim Fathi, 2019)

4.4.2. MSEEL2

The ultimate objective of this analysis is to produce 6 individual reservoir models
that simulate the 6 wells on the Boggess pad based on current production data and
project future production to 50 years in the future, where the well pad is expected to hit
its economic limit. After putting in the inputs for the reservoir grid, the following figure
shows an example of what the 3D model looks like.

Figure 63 Reservoir model of Boggess 17H
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Due to the lack of information from the other wells, the base models would first
be created with rock and fluid properties derived from Boggess 17H. The initial pressure
response was not good; while the pressure should begin at the initial reservoir pressure
and steadily declines as the well freely flows, most iterations of the earlier models
exhibited two distinct responses. The first one, for which the well began its pressure
response at the minimum limit of the flowing well pressure, was easily fixed by making
sure the date of production coincided with the first date of the simulation. The second
response, for which the well’s flowing pressure steeply and immediately dropped to the
limit or even into the negative zone, had more nuance in it. Further research revealed
that the earlier models failed to consider the effects of the water injected into the
formation during the hydraulic fracturing process.

Figure 64 Example of initial model's pressure response

While there is no way of definitively calculating or knowing the volume of water
that is being produced is purely from the fracturing process, an estimation can be made.
There is a well log that estimates the water saturation pre-hydraulic fracturing at around
15 to 25 percent. For a base model, it can be safely assumed the water saturation of the
induced fractures is at least 10 percent higher than the initial water saturation due to the
volume of water placed into the formation. After having that input, the models produced
a much better pressure response which follows the normal pattern one could expect
from a gas well. The table below shows the properties of the base models before they
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were history matched, excluding the net height, the true vertical depth (TVD) of the top
and bottom of the Marcellus.

Figure 65 Summary of base properties used for numerical reservoir simulation

The properties obtained are a combination of information gained from the
previous analyses. This provides some assurance in inputting the required parameters
to run the numerical reservoir simulation. While any values may be used to ensure the
model can run in the first place, having the values to a more reasonable range allows
for higher confidence in the results, as well as reduced runtime when running the history
match.
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Figure 66 Boggess 1H History Match

Figure 67 Boggess 3H History Match
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Figure 68 Boggess 5H History Match

Figure 69 Boggess 9H History Match
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Figure 70 Boggess 13H History Match

Figure 71 Boggess 17H History Match

An interesting pattern has emerged after conducting the history match for all
models. For 1H and 17H, which are the semi-bounded wells in this study, the models
were matched to near perfect accuracy. It can be deduced that the wells were
somewhat free from interference of the other wells in the pad. Similarly, 5H can be
inferred that it is free from well interference. However, it can only be conclusive after
having studied the effect in multi-well models of up to 3 wells in a single grid, which will
be performed in a future study.
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The following table is a summary of the properties of each well, as well as the
EURs after 10, 30, and 50 years.
Table 11 Summary of history matched properties for the Boggess wellpad
Properties
Porosity (Frac)
Porosity (Matrix)
Permeability (Frac), md
Permeability (Matrix), md
Fracture Half Length, ft
Fracture Width, ft
Intrinsic Fracture Permeability, md
Water Saturation During Stimulation
Initial Water Saturation in Non-Frac Zone
Initial Water Saturation in Frac Zone

1H
0.0002570
0.0622500
0.0001445
0.0000117
197.00
0.0045200
759
0.52
0.20
0.45

3H
0.0175300
0.0957500
0.0102500
0.0000277
349.15
0.0050000
4,745
0.60
0.19
0.44

5H
0.0000990
0.0912870
0.0003645
0.0000755
224.00
0.0020686
30,000
0.60
0.27
0.44

9H
0.0006000
0.0550000
0.0010000
0.0000120
270.00
0.0050000
5,000
0.45
0.20
0.35

13H
0.0010000
0.0640000
0.0010000
0.0000100
190.00
0.0030000
5,000
0.80
0.25
0.40

17H
0.0008800
0.0740000
0.0008300
0.0000119
233.20
0.0047750
3,813
0.23
0.42

Table 12 Cumulative production per 1000 ft of lateral (BCF/1000ft)

Cumulative Production Per 1000 ft of lateral
10Y
30Y
50Y

1H
1.26
2.06
2.54

3H
0.89
1.29
1.57

5H
0.78
1.13
1.35

Figure 72 Cumulative gas production
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9H
0.85
1.26
1.59

13H
0.81
1.28
1.64

17H
1.05
1.64
2.04
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Figure 73 Cumulative production normalized

Putting the history match and the method of obtaining the base model’s
properties into context, it is evident that despite being on the same wellpad, each well’s
reservoir and hydraulic fracturing properties are vastly different from each other. This
indicates how shale is heterogeneous in not just the initial properties, but also how it
reacts to hydraulic fracturing.
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EUR vs Flow Capacity
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Figure 74 Comparison of EUR from CMG vs Flow Capacity for MSEEL2

A comparison of the EURs generated from DCA and the history matched CMG
model exhibited consistency, indicating that the results can be corroborated with each
other. Each value of the EURs was divided by the total length of the lateral section for
each well. This enables a valid comparison to be made between each well. With that
said, the following table compiles the cumulative production for 10, 30, and 50 years
obtained from well performance analysis and the numerical reservoir simulation.

5. Recommendations

There are a few recommendations that can be done to improve on the final
models’ accuracy regarding the pressure response.
The reservoir models allow for the modelling of discrete fracture networks (DFN)
which would more accurately depict the highly fractured nature of shale rock. By default,
the model assumes a dual-permeability model, which means the grid would contain
values for permeabilities from the matrix as well as the natural fracture zone, the latter
of which will be closer to the wellbore than the matrix. MSEEL has also performed
analysis on fracture counts in the MIP well as well as the Boggess wellpad. It would be
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very beneficial to include the values of this analysis, which include the fracture count
and the orientation of each fracture. This will dictate how the water and gas from the
formation will flow to the wellbore, as well as provide a plausible explanation as to the
lack of water production from the hydraulic fracturing process.
One of the parameters that could not be sourced reliably is the relative
permeability of the gas with water. These curves dictate how a reservoir performance
will perform in terms of a ratio to the absolute permeability. For example, knowing the
value of the critical water saturation in the reservoir enables a clearer perspective on
how much of the gas can be produced compared to assuming the values based on
literature alone.

Figure 75 Examples of relative permeability curves (Arps, 1964)
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Figure 76 Fracture frequency and orientation in MIP-3H

Figure 77 Lateral sonic scanner raster log (Schlumberger, 2015)
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Figures 60 and 61 show the presence and quantities of the natural fractures
along the wellbore of MIP-3H correlated with the completed stages. A future study can
be conducted to further optimize the completion stage by strategically placing the
clusters in locations where, in addition to having high Young’s modulus and low
Poisson’s ratio values, the natural fractures are more concentrated in a specific
orientation. Locating and quantifying the natural fractures around the wellbore was done
for both MSEEL1 and MSEEL2 but applying it to the current models require more
training using the software provided.
To expand on the water lost to the formation, a detailed study on the flowback
water would also be beneficial. Knowing how much of the water is saturated into the
near zone formation during fracturing would provide a much clearer picture on the early
time behavior of the model. It was shown that the water saturation of the fractures
during the stimulation has the biggest impact on the early time pressure drop, with
higher saturations leading to higher pressure drops.
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) and distributed temperature sensing (DTS)
have been implemented in Boggess 5H. The data obtained from this technology brings
two important variables to the table: the activity of the clusters during perforations
(mainly provided by the DAS data), and the production of each cluster in each stage
after the perforations (mainly provided by the DTS data). Using these datasets allow for
better interpretation of the cluster efficiency in each well. While the industry standard of
60 percent holds up well in this study, analyzing the efficiency more quantitatively by
utilizing DAS and DTS ensures accuracy.
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Figure 78 Example of DAS data in Boggess 5H (Silixa, 2020)

As for the best practices to be implemented in future wellpads, it can be inferred
that the inter-well spacing of 750 ft may be too low. This is supported by the fracture half
lengths gained from the well performance analysis section whereby the area of the
stimulated reservoir volume (SRV), the area of an imaginary rectangle with its
dimensions determined by the length of the lateral section and the extent of the
fractures, is exceeding the area of the area of the reservoir contacted by the well as
obtained from the FMB plot. Assuming the immediate wells do not cause interference
with each other, this limits the fracture half lengths to 375 ft. However, the half-lengths
obtained are getting very close to the maximum limit, which indicates that the wells are
currently too close to each other. Providing a solution to this problem would require
constant monitoring of the wells in the next few months as the full extent of the area of
SRV remains to be known. For now, it is known that a 750 ft inter-well spacing is too low
and it can be increased to at least 1,000 ft. This not only allows the fractures to
propagate further without causing interference, this also does not bring significant cost
impact.
The hydraulic fractures can also be placed in advance by using a method known
as engineered fracture design. In MSEEL2, B1H and B3H were developed using WVU
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practices, which involved analyzing the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio logs, and the
anisotropic closure stress log to strategically place the fractures at points where it can
propagate the furthest and has the least chances of the fractures closing after the
proppant has been pumped. This will lead to irregular stage lengths and cluster
placements, which cements the fact that shale is heterogeneous in nature. The returns
for employing this method however are great, as indicated by the higher propped
fracture dimensions and greater cumulative production in 50 years as the well
performance improves. However, a clearer picture of exactly how much net gain can be
obtained after this exercise will only be known after including the capital and operational
expenditure.
The DAS data can also be correlated with the vibration and seismic data, which
contains the natural fracture intensity data including how each of the fractures are
oriented with respect to the wellbore. Using this correlation allows for a better
understanding and more reliable method of placing the hydraulic fractures in an
engineered frac design.
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6. Conclusions

After performing a comprehensive well performance analysis for MSEEL1 and
MSEEL2, the results obtained were satisfactory with the amount of data available for
research. Future studies will focus on how these datasets can be used in a machine
learning algorithm, therefore enabling a real-time operation center to be established on
a drilling rig.
A preliminary study is also being conducted on how to predict the DAS values
that were cut off beyond stage 29 in Boggess 5H. This would allow a more complete
interpretation of the completion efficiency with higher accuracies.
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